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All together now
It’s time to take the inclusive
design story to the wider world
of business and opinion formers. That was the clear message from the Include 2003
conference at the Royal College of Art in London, which
was attended by 160 delegates
from 14 different countries
around the world.
Eighty papers were presented
alongside four workshops and
11 poster presentations, as
researchers from Canada, the
United States, UK, Japan,
Germany, the Netherlands,
Israel, China, Finland, Norway,
Sweden, Australia and Ireland
came together to create a
global inclusive design network embracing education,
practice and industry.
Welcoming delegates to the
College, Rector Professor Sir
Christopher Frayling said that
Include 2003 participants had
the opportunity to “rewrite
design history” and banish the
doctrine of one size fits all.
Reporter-at-large, Earl
Powell of the Design Management Institute in Boston,
commented: “We’ve seen
wonderful research on how
inclusive design works. Now
the focus needs to turn to why
businesses should adopt more
inclusive strategies. It’s very

difficult to change corporate
behaviour but this conference
has succeeded in mobilising a
collective intelligence to take
the argument forward.”
Jane Ashley of the Laura
Ashley Foundation, which
sponsored the conference,
said her charity was honoured
to be part of Include 2003:
“The research presented
should ultimately benefit older
and disabled people by including their needs in the design
process.”
Dr Patrick Jordan of the
Contemporary Trends Institute
said: “If there’s one message
Include 2003 delegates should

take away from this conference, it is that every individual
counts. We can all make a
difference in our practice,
teaching and research.
Let’s do it!”
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Include 2003 Defining the challenge
Earl Powell, President of the Design Management
scientific
Institute in Boston, was invited to Include 2003 as
committee reporter-at-large. What did he make of it all?
Prof Alastair Macdonald
Glasgow School of Art
(Chairman)
Rama Gheerawo
Helen Hamlyn Research Centre
Royal College of Art
(Deputy Chairman)
Prof Roger Coleman
Helen Hamlyn Research Centre
Prof Bill Green
University of Canberra
Dr Patrick Jordan
Contemporary Trends Institute
USA
Dr Satoshi Kose
Building Research Institute,
Japan
Chris Law
University of Wisconsin, USA
Prof dr Johan Molenbroek
Delft University of Technology
The Netherlands
Prof Patricia Moore
Arizona State University, USA
Päivi Tahkokallio
University of Helsinki, Finland
Reino Veenstra
Delft University of Technology
Dr Liek Voorbij
Dutch Standardisation Institute
Mili Docampo Rama
Philips Design
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Spending three days with
a tightly focused academic
community has given me a
much better understanding
of inclusive design. There was
some sense of déja vu in that
I was reminded of the early
pioneering days of design management in the 1980s. We were
defining the agenda back then
and the battles were ahead
of us. Of course it is still a
struggle for design managers
within the corporate world, so
it will be a struggle for inclusive design advocates too.
Where will the main battles
be fought to gain wider
acceptance?
The inclusive design community that has consolidated
around this conference will
have to choose its battles very
carefully. But the way I see

it, there are three major challenges ahead. The first is in
design education. We need to
get young designers on board
and I saw a lot of encouraging
work in this area at Include
2003. The second challenge is
to do deeper and broader
research to build a solid body
of literature that will support the
campaign for taking up inclusive
design strategies in business.
Again I think back to the design
management work we did on
the Triad Design Project with
Harvard Business School. The
third challenge is to get the
message across to peer managers in business so that design
managers are not isolated on
this issue.
Why are business managers
so important to the debate?
According to research by
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The things
they said ...
“If you throw a stone in Japan,
it will hit a senior citizen”

Satoshi Kose of Japan’s Building
Research Institute on his country’s
rapidly ageing population

“It’s a kind of design eugenics.
Nietzsche marketing, you
might say”
Angela Dumas at the London
Business School, only 30 per
cent of design decisions in
an organisation are made by
design professionals. More
than two-thirds of design
decisions are made by nondesigners. So think about
it. Staying in the design
ghetto is not an option. Inclusive design has got to move
beyond the community. It
needs to be inclusive in finding champions in other business disciplines.
What were the Include 2003
highlights for you?
Lots of things, but it all
really came together for me
with the B&Q power tools
case study. This showed the
value of promoting inclusive
ideas in design education.
It showed the courage and
tenacity of a young designer
getting to grips with a fastmoving retail organisation
and winning the key battles.
And it resulted in market
success. You could say that
many of the papers we saw

on ergonomics at Include
2003 contributed to a climate
of understanding that feeds
product successes like
this one.
What do you think the
conference has achieved?
It has expressed very clearly
the idea of design as the
language of citizenship. The
great thing about events like
this is that researchers get
confirmation that their work
is valuable and their intelligence is expanded by
networking. So it succeeds
on two counts.

Professor Sir Christopher Frayling
of the RCA on the tendency to
design for young, fit men

“If the polluter pays in terms
of green design, shouldn’t the
excluder pay in terms of inclusive design?”
John Mitchell of Ergonova on
wielding the legislative stick

“The most intelligent element
of a smart home is the user”
Kevin McCartney, Faculty of
Environment, University of
Portsmouth, UK

“It is 100 times more expensive
to fix software after its release
than during user trials”
Michael Underwood of Population
Ageing Consultants

“Time is the new money”

Dr Patrick Jordan, Contemporary
Trends Institute

“Everyone wants be youthful,
nobody wants to be an auntie”

Sonja Iltanen, University of Art and
Design, Helsinki, on how designers
view the fashion market
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EUROPE

A citizen brand

B&Q, Europe’s largest DIY
retailer, was given an award
by the Include 2003 Scientific
Committee “in appreciation and
recognition of its pioneering
work in embedding diversity
awareness at the higher level
of corporate strategy and in
developing a truly inclusive
consumer offer”.
The company has taken a
proactive approach to environmental, ethical and diversity
issues in relation to procurement, products and people
– both customers and staff.
Whilst not claiming to be doing
everything right – B&Q is

learning as it develops its
policies – the company recognises that there must be continual improvement. In particular,
it is a pioneer of employment
opportunities for the over-50s.
Importantly, B&Q sees study
of older age groups as a catalyst for product innovation.
B&Q is working with Matthew
White, a former Research Associate at the RCA’s Helen Hamlyn
Research Centre. Matthew’s
design expertise was instrumental in the successful launch
of the Sandbug and Gofer, two
age-friendly power tools, into
B&Q stores for Christmas 2002.

PACIFIC RIM

Building
a reputation
Dr Satoshi Kose, Senior
Research Fellow at the
Building Research Institute
in Japan, received an Include
2003 Award “in appreciation
and recognition of his personal
dedication and significant
achievements in promoting the
adoption of inclusive design in
Japan, by both industry and the
public sector”.
Satoshi Kose graduated from
the University of Tokyo in 1971,
joining the Building Research
Institute of the Ministry of
Construction in 1972. During
1978-79 he was based at the
UK’s Building Research Estab4

lishment. A specialist in building safety and human factors,
he is one of the leading figures
in universal design research in
Japan.
Publications include guidelines for dwellings for the
ageing society. Previous
awards range from the Distinguished Paper Award of the
Japanese Institute of Human
Posture to the Ron Mace
Designing for the 21st Century
Award.
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Technology is a growing
An able activist research focus
NORTH AMERICA

Professor Alastair Macdonald,
chair of the Include 2003 Scientific
Committee, reports on the signals
sent by the papers submitted
In comparing the very diverse
range of papers submitted for
Include 2001 and Include 2003,
a key trend to emerge is the
pervasive influence of technology – to assist navigation
and wayfinding, for human
American design educator and modelling, to provide support
activist Elaine Ostroff received
for dyslexia and dementia, to
an Include 2003 Award “in
handle information, and for
appreciation and recognition
smart homes and living.
of her leadership, personal
As we develop more holistic
dedication and groundbreaking ways of modelling people, their
work in developing and proneeds, capabilities and desires,
moting the concept of universal smarter technologies are
design in the USA and beyond”. increasingly able to customise
A Harvard graduate, Elaine
to the individual requirements
Ostroff co-founded the Adaptive rather than universal types Environments consulting firm
although there is still a need to
in 1978. She is also director
see more products and services
of the Global Universal Design
emerging from this research.
Educator’s Network and coThese technologies are also
author of Building a World
increasingly able to handle and
Fit for People: Designers with
make accessible the growing
Disabilities at Work. She was
body of information and data to
Senior Editor of the Universal
all the stakeholders.
Design Handbook published by
One thing that is very clear
McGraw-Hill, 2001.
from the research is that the
As an educator, she has
tools being developed for
been involved with accessible
inclusive design, such as people
and universally designed envi- modelling and co-research
ronments on a national and
processes, are beneficial for all
international level since 1971.
design. Another is that qualityElaine was unable to join us at
of-life considerations throughInclude 2003 as she celebrates out our lives will be important
her 70th birthday at the same
to maintain and enhance our
time. Her Award was collected well-being. Business drivers
by Earl Powell.
and the development of

strategic company policy
through design management
are now emerging as mainstream session papers.
The arguments about what
happens if we ignore the
inclusive agenda, contrasted
with the benefits of
participation, are becoming
more articulate and supported by exemplars.
Products in the market that
address this agenda without
overtly advertising the fact
suggest how inclusivity could
be promoted, although there
is still a real need for detailed
case studies to understand
exactly the conditions for
success.
Finally, a few of the papers
offer a direct challenge for
us to move out of our Include
community, to actively lobby
for and promote the agenda
in new spheres that will be
receptive to our messages
and to support our activities.
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Living longer, working longer
Japanese industry is waking
up not just to the potential of
older consumers but also to the
needs of an ageing workforce,
Professor Yasuyuki Hirai of the
Kyushu Institute of Design told
the conference.
Presenting a survey of universal design in new Japanese
office furniture and products,
he explained that two separate
social trends - ageing population and changing patterns of
work - were coalescing around
a single focus on improving
the Japanese office environment for older workers.
Growing interest by Japanese
organisations in new ways of
working, including drop-in,
part-time and special contract
working, was being comple-

mented by a nascent concern
to make employees who are
remaining in work for longer
more productive.
Other speakers pointed out
that this trend had the potential
to be part of a global phenomenon, especially as the current
stock market slump and resulting pensions crisis in Europe
was likely to push the
retirement age upwards. Also,
many organisations, in their
haste to pension off workers in
their early 50s, had seriously
impaired their operational
effectiveness by jettisoning vital
experience and knowledge.
However there was much to
do to create more inclusive
workplaces. Acoustics, lighting,
colour, materials, workstation

ergonomics,
storage and
memory
aids were
all areas
that
required urgent attention in
offices if older workers were to
thrive in their extended careers
and not feel marginalised.
Physical ways to recognise
and celebrate experience
within the workplace was also
raised as a potential subject
for research and development.
Japan is clearly moving on
these issues - Europe and
North America, facing similar
demographic shifts, need do
the same.

Checking in for a treat
A hotel for disabled people
can be an exemplar of stylish
contemporary design while
still giving thought to the
special needs of its guests,
Berlin-based interior designer
and architect Yasmine Mahmoudieh told Include 2003
delegates.
Presenting an award-winning
German hotel for disabled
people, the Hans Rheinberg
Hotel au See, she explained
how her practice Mahmoudieh
Design had been determined to
move away from clinical solutions that would remind guests
of hospital environments.
So instead of confronting
6

people in wheelchairs with
metal rails, guards and antiscuff wall cladding, the project
uses natural wood materials to
create a warm, inviting feel.
Imaginative colour and lighting
effects were developed in direct
consultation with visually
impaired users, and customdesigned curvilinear fixtures
were introduced throughout the
environment.
The result is a fully accessible
hotel that is also a contemporary design showcase. The
venue, which is 90 minutes from
Berlin, has proved enormously
popular with high occupancy
rates and repeat bookings.

“Lots of
manufacturers of
disability
equipment and furniture contacted
me to specify their products
for the hotel,” said Yasmine
Mahmoudieh, “but I didn’t use
any of their stuff because it
didn’t have the right design
values. We developed our own
solutions and now they want to
talk to us about product development, which is an exciting
spin-off from the project.”
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George, we
need to talk
After years of being a leader in
the field, “corporate America’s
report card on inclusive design
is not looking so good,” Professor Patricia Moore of Arizona
State University told the
conference.
Moore has been conducting a
study of 125 Fortune 500 companies to test their attitudes
towards inclusivity in products
and services. Her research
team of Masters and Doctoral
students in gerontology sent
a single consumer inquiry to
125 websites: “Do you offer
universally designed products
for older consumers or people
with ability concerns?”
The results were staggering.
Only 12 out of the entire sample
made any mention of universality or accessibility on their site.
How can the consumer benefit
or learn if they do not come
across universal design on the
web? Only two of the 125
companies in eight product
and service categories contacted managed to send a
brochure. What was even more
disheartening were some of the
responses.
From the food and packaging
sector, Kraft’s response to the
question was: “Thanks for visiting our web site. As much
as we’d like to assist you, the
information you’re requesting
isn’t currently available. We
apologise for any disappointment this may cause.”

From the consumer product
category, Krups’ response was:
“Hi Kate. Thank you for your
message. At this time, Krups
currently does not offer units
with certain designs or
functions. I apologise for
this inconvenience.”
Some companies, including
Hewlett-Packard and
Steelcase, scored well. Most,
however, resorted to corporate
legalese or vacuous service
statements. Although Moore’s
final report has not yet been
written, the omens aren’t good.
Her study suggests that the
US thinking over the last 30
years has come full circle and
that universal design is again
becoming narrowly defined in
terms of accessibility and
mobility – much of it tied to
the Americans with Disabilities
Act – rather than being part
of broader design approach.
As Patricia Moore remarks,
“George, we need to talk!”

More things
they said ...
“If we remind people of their
disability through our designs,
then we should consider the
product a failure”
Patricia Moore, Arizona State
University, USA

“Older and disabled people are
a taboo subject in the clothing
industry. Everyone is in denial
about their bodies”
Clare Johnston, Professor of
Textiles, Royal College of Art

“This has been the quickest
run-through of £400,000 of
research ever!”

Professor Keith Bright, University
of Reading, UK

“We should redefine the word
‘company’, not as a corporate
firm but as a company of
people. That will support the
inclusive idea of workplace as
community”
John Drane, Professor of
Industrial Design Engineering,
Royal College of Art

“Inclusive design isn’t just
for older or disabled people.
Macho guys like firefighters
can be completely disabled
too. In attending a fire, they
can’t see or hear, they’re in
very heavy suits. We need
to empathise with their
experience too”
Nina Warburton, Alloy Total
Product Design
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Let’s build on the energy

Include 2003 chairman, Professor Bill Green of the University
of Canberra, reflects on the messages of the conference

At the last Include conference
we spent a good deal of the
time meeting each other and
defining what needed to be
done. Now we know each other,
and the tone of this conference
has been significantly different.
We have some achievements to
review and this time it has been
immensely positive.
I’ve been struck by the high
energy, quality of content and
genuine feelings behind the
research presented. But let us
not fall into the conference
trap. We need constantly to
question ourselves: what did
we achieve? and what’s next?
There is a tendency for groups
like this to become preachers
to the converted. There is a
danger that the next Include
may become self-congratulatory and turn this conference
into a feel-good event.
For the future, we must
expand into the corporate
world and into the business
and marketing communities.
To that end, I was pleased
that a number of companies,
including Redring, a leading
shower manufacturer, were
with us this week. Redring
has developed a product
inclusively, it looks great, it
has gone to market and they
are proud of it. We need
8

to take every opportunity we
get to keep these guys on side
or we’ll be forever struggling
to integrate inclusivity into the
mainstream agenda.
The solidity and robustness
of the research throughout the
conference has also impressed
me. So much of what I do
straddles arts and science,
ergonomics and engineering,
worlds that frequently have
very different emphases. On
the one hand the engineer may
believe that if you can’t count it,
it doesn’t mean anything, while
the artist is feel, feel, feel.
One of the noteworthy things
has been the willingness of
participants to mix the different
methodologies available.
People seem have had no
problems mixing qualitative
and quantitative research.
One of the issues deriving
from the conference has been
appropriateness – and appropriate technology. Providing
newer and newer technologies
may not necessarily be better;
you may be providing facilities
nobody needs. It is our responsibility to look for appropriate
technologies to meet the
needs.
One thing I would like to
see next time is a concern
for what I might term

geographically disabled people.
We sit here in this western
environment and it is easy to
forget that there are people
who, by the simple fact of
their location, may never access
the facilities that we take for
granted. Maybe it is simply
a case of fixing our own
environment first, so that when
we come to address their needs
we have an adaptable infrastructure better able to help.
Perhaps one of the most
encouraging things for me has
been the number of obviously
committed young people at this
conference. They will have to
face many problems of peer
respect, corporate indifference,
and population apathy, but in
my bones I feel that they will,
ultimately, change the world.
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